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in order of deposition are :

Virgin Oay
Ongrnai ground surface, the bunus-stained soil containing SOR midden
rretenal.
P.'ott led cl ay which was deposited on the original surface to form the wall.
It was probably obtained when levelling natural terracettes to DB~ occupa·
t1onal terraces higher up the slope .
Dirk soil stratin in the mottle.I clay. Its interest lies in the fact that
it sliO\\'$ the first stage in building the wal 1.
lens of midden 1111terial • shells, bones, charcoal an<l burnt stones. This
shows the shape of the wall in a further stage of construction.
~lottled c lay as 'C' above , but containing concretions (probably calcarious)
in top.
Mottled black soil with midden 1111terial. Probably most of this, especially
that accumulated in the depression, was brought down by the natural erosion
of higher slopes.
Dirk soil containing practically no occupational mterial.
Pi•·:.ent -c!ay ground surface.
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A ·ouartzite• Source Site at Nenthorn,
Central Otago
M.M. TROmR

Although flake i~lemcnts made from 'quart:r.ite ' 1 are a feature of Archaic sites
in ~~ll"ihiku, little is known of the sources of the stone. Ckie such source, an outcrop
in the Nenthorn Valley, near ~.hcrae's Flat, west of ll.mback , Central Ot.ago {Site no :
Sl45/ 1 ) 2 is briefly described here.
The locality is shown on the sketch 1111p. It is on the property o! the Wilkinam
family ro whom I am 11.uch indebted both for drawing my at tent ion to the site in 1956
and for their hospitality on subsequent visits.
lhere i s a variety of grades of srone in the outcrop, caused both by the degree
of baking, and the fineness of the original sandstone. U>lours vary from white to r ed.
1be 1111terial chosen for working was mostly hard, fine-grained, and of a buff colour.
\\eathering has effectively broke.n off l~s of 'quart:r.ite' weighing from a few
ounces to several hundredweight.
No actual quarrying appears to have t aken pl ace here,
but SID311 boulders cou ld have been broken into workable sized pieces by dropping or
throwing them from the top of the outcrop on to the stone lying below. However,
weathering has destroyed any evi dence of this t.aving been Jone.
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l\\unerous flakes of 'quartzite ' lie on the surface t.o the nor th of the outcrop,
and two test excavations here, each of 25 square feet, showed eight inches of •irgin
black soil lying oo mottled clay. Flakes and v.aste chips were found throughout the
black soil, but ~~re concentrated at three to four inches cover. At six to eight
inches were several sll'Bll fragirents of chu:coal. The clay was sterile, and mottling
was due to natural causes.
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1"2.
Fran~ excavation, a total of t-lve 'quartzite' cores, with an average wei@ht
of l~ lbs, and 345 flakes, 2 to 10 inches long, were obtained. Besides these , a nonrepresentative selection of specimens was made from the many hun.!reds lying on the
s urface north of the outcrop. Details of material obtained are as follows:
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About ~ of the flakes have been used on the site; th011e with an acute edge
have been used whh a sawing action, while thOlle with a more obtuse apex at the cuttirg
ed~ I.ave had use as scrapers (fig.6). Three artifacts showe.d considerable usage alorg
the 1ine of the apex of their facets (cf. fig.3) caused by chopping or hamuering bl OM.
from the 1111terial recovered, it would app!ar that it was a comnon practice to
take suitably sized llSl!pS of 'quaruite' to the flat working area just north of the
outcrop v.·here careful working with baamer stcoes produced flakes suit.able for use as
cutting and scraeing impla:ients (figs 4, 5). In this area there is a number of large
pieces of volcanic rock which could have been used as anvils and halllZrs. J\o flakes
or rocks .-ere found south of the outcrop.
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The majority of the flakes are rather shapeless - without doubt the best flakes
would have been carted to coastal occupational sites, or wherever they were needed, anl
it is perhaps surprising that so llBllY well-formed flakes are left at the si t e .

.

A narrow fissure in the outcrop penetrates about fifteen feet in , and al though
it is just wide enough for a man to get into, an examination (including test excavaticn
in the dust and debris on the floor) revealed only natural flakes, and no sign that it
had ever been used.

The Nenthorn Quarry lies near the heads of two valleys which lead to the
Waikouaiti and Taieri rivers respectively, and these llBY possibly co~rise access
routes from the coast. 'Maori Ovens' may be seen on the nearby hills, and artifacts
(adzes, etc) have been found in the area.
There has not yet been any definite identification of Nenthorn '().iartzite' from
occupational sites,althoughspecimens from two coastal sites Cat Te Hakapurere , !'\orth
Otago, and Waikouaiti) appear to be of identical material. The positive identification
of '()iartzite ' sources and the examination of other quarries are two important tasks
for the .future.
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More carectly, 'orthoquartzite'. Cf . LOCKERBIE,L. 1959 'froril ~ba-Hunter t o
Classic ~\lori in Southern New l.ealand,' inFREEMAN,J . D. and GEODE~
W.R. (eds) Anthropology in the South &as, 83.
The area bas not yet been covered by the provisiona.l one mile series.

Excavations af.Tai Rua, Otago ,1961
P. GATllERCOLE
Brief interim reports on excavations at this coastal Archaic site (NZMS 1,5136.
Oamaru, 467512 ), which have been in progress since January 1958, have appeared in
previous issues of the Newsletter. '
Work was resumed for 3 days only over uster bys~
members of the North Otago Scientific and Historical Society and the Otago Anthropological Society. Attention was concentrated on the south-eastern margin, in the area
between the Waianakarua - l:a.kanui road and the beach, the aim being to look for evidence
of -post-holes which might be · Carplred with the two possible ones previously discovered
on the other side of the road. 12 more of these were found but as they presented no
C<lllSistent pattern within the limited area excavated, it would be unwise to regard then
aa neces&arily reliable indications of structural evidence.
·
There is only one min cultural layer in this part of the site, which lies on a
clean yellow sand. All of the possible poat-holes showed as either cylindrical or
in•er~d cone-shaped dark stains in this sand, with (and this was a new feature ) the
cultural layer lying directly on top of them. The maxinim diameters and depths varied,
being between ~ - 8 ins and 7'~ - 12 ins respectively •

•

Another feature of considerable interest lying beneath the cultural layer was
exposed in one square. I t consisted, firstly, of 3 larers of dirty, loose sani.l lying
conforma.bly together and apparently caiprising the fil of an oval hole, which at this
point cut through the clean yellOlf sand into the under lying clay. Tthen these layers

